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#5
by M. Max McKee

Soon after I arrived in Pullman, Washington (where I worked on a BA in
Music Ed, a BM in Performance and a MA in Clarinet from 1960-1967), I
realized what a special environment I had chosen. Randall Spicer (long-time
master teacher in Colorado high schools and Director of Bands at
Washington State University from 1953-1977) not only became my college
band director but also my clarinet teacher and mentor for the next 42 years.

Spice (as family and close friends always called him) soon became my
father-in-law; I married his daughter, Nelwyn, in February 1962.
Throughout my undergraduate years he taught me literally hundreds and
hundreds of important teaching techniques and performance concepts (many
of which didn't become obvious to me for about 15 years!) that allowed my
to win every solo contest or audition that I entered between 1960 and 1965.

Many of his great ideas ended up in the printed version of Bandworld
(1985-2004) and little-by-little are reappearing in online issues (2004 to the
present). As a subscriber you can find many of them in the BW Archive. In
essence, thousands of high school students, college undergrads and
American Band College masters candidates were under his spell which
focused almost exclusively on (1) balance and blend and (2) tone quality.

We all heard it 1000 times and it was reinforced daily through his unfailing
use of #19 out of the TREASURY OF SCALES at each and every rehearsal.
It became so important to me when I became a teacher, I wrote a different
version of #19 that included other "problems." It is now available in all 12
keys in our WARM-UPS THAT WORK books (which Spice named, by the
way).

Randall Spicer (1999)

Randall & Lucille (1937)

Max, Spice, Lucille,
Nell & Scott in 1987

What was always remarkable about Randall Spicer's bands is that,
though he seldom had many highly accomplished players, there was
an excitement in the way he interpreted the music and in the sound
that he was able to achieve. Many times, people would say, "I didn't
realize you used violins in your band." He never did, but the
richness of sound and his string-like approach to tone, balance, and
blend contributed to always beautiful lines. No wonder his Boulder
High School Band was recognized as one of America's top 50 concert
bands in the 1980s.

 

Stars & Bars
WSU Band 1966

Spice passed away in 2002 but his legacy carries on through his
many students and my own persistence with the American Band
College program continually fostering his concepts.

In 1966 (as his graduate assistant), he let me conduct the band in
this performance of Stars and Bars.

Next time: Funny stories during the WSU years
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